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Abstract

Efficient ObjectGoal navigation (ObjectNav) in novel
environments requires an understanding of the spatial and
semantic regularities in environment layouts. In this work,
we present a straightforward method for learning these
regularities by predicting the locations of unobserved ob-
jects from incomplete semantic maps. Our method differs
from previous prediction-based navigation methods, such
as frontier potential prediction or egocentric map comple-
tion, by directly predicting unseen targets while leveraging
the global context from all previously explored areas. Our
prediction model is lightweight and can be trained in a su-
pervised manner using a relatively small amount of pas-
sively collected data. Once trained, the model can be incor-
porated into a modular pipeline for ObjectNav without the
need for any reinforcement learning. We validate the effec-
tiveness of our method on the HM3D and MP3D ObjectNav
datasets. We find that it achieves the state-of-the-art on both
datasets, despite not using any additional data for training.
Code is available at https://ajzhai.github.io/PEANUT.

1. Introduction
Embodied visual navigation refers to a range of tasks that

involve an agent navigating within the physical world based
on visual sensory input [13]. One such task that has recently
gained popularity is ObjectGoal navigation, also known as
ObjectNav [2]. Here, the agent is placed in an unknown
environment and is tasked with navigating to a specific ob-
ject category (e.g. “toilet”). ObjectNav is a fundamentally
important task for embodied AI because it tests both scene
understanding and long-term memory. It has immediate ap-
plications for helping people with disabilities find objects
in their homes. It is also a necessary precursor for many
other semantic tasks, such as instruction following [1] and
question answering [12].

In ObjectNav, the agent is placed in a random location in
an unknown environment and is given access to RGB-D ob-
servations, its own pose, and a target category. An episode
is considered successful if the agent stops near an object
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Figure 1. Explicit Prediction for ObjectNav. To find a semantic
target in a novel environment, an agent may make explicit guesses
about where the target might be. Humans excel at this type of
reasoning and can generate a diverse set of reasonable guesses in-
stantaneously. On the right is a top-down map representing the
parts of the environment that have been observed. Yellow circles
represent multiple human guesses as to where a bed might be.

of the target category within a given time limit. In order
to perform this task efficiently, the agent must leverage pri-
ors about environment layouts while searching for the tar-
get. For example, imagine that you observe the image in
Figure 1 and your target category is “bed”. The room on
the right does not have any visible furniture but has a good
chance to be a bedroom. On the other hand, the room on
the left has what appears to be a mirror above a countertop,
suggesting that it is a bathroom that probably does not con-
tain a bed. The room directly in front could be a bedroom,
but it is farther away than the other two. Thus, it would be a
good idea to look inside the room on the right first and the
room directly in front second. An ideal ObjectNav agent
should be able to make such predictions about unexplored
areas and reason about the uncertainty in its predictions to
plan efficient search routes.

Existing methods for ObjectNav can be divided into two
categories: end-to-end learning methods and modular meth-
ods. End-to-end methods aim to learn a policy that directly
maps sensor observations to actions. The policy is usually
modeled as a recurrent neural network and learned either us-
ing reinforcement learning [40, 45, 30, 26, 14] or imitation
learning [38]. Such methods are flexible in the policies that
they can produce, but they require large amounts of data, in-
cur high computational costs (especially for RL), and lack
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Figure 2. Overview of PEANUT. At each step, the agent’s RGB-D observation ot and pose observations pt are used to update the
incomplete global semantic map mt. This map is then used to predict a target object probability map ht, which is used to select long-term
goals gt. Finally, an analytical local planner is employed to calculate the low-level actions necessary to reach gt.

interpretability. Modular methods combat these issues by
decomposing the task into subproblems. Current modular
methods for ObjectNav start by building a semantic map
of the environment [6, 10], and then employ one module
for high-level goal selection (“where to look”) and another
module for low-level action planning (“how to get there”).

The “how to get there” subproblem has been studied in-
dependently under the name of PointNav [13]. The key
question for ObjectNav is how to solve the “where to look”
subproblem. Recently, several works have proposed to
tackle the “where to look” subproblem as an explicit pre-
diction task by training a network to make predictions about
what lies in the unexplored areas of the environment using
supervised learning [28, 18, 36]. This explicit-prediction
paradigm is especially attractive because it evades the sam-
ple inefficiency and high computational cost of RL [18, 36].

Previous explicit-prediction methods for ObjectNav
have tried to predict unseen targets from single-view obser-
vations [18, 28] or estimate potential functions at the fron-
tiers of the global semantic map [36]. We believe using
the context provided by the global semantic map is crucial
for making informative predictions. However, we choose
to directly predict unseen targets instead of frontier poten-
tial functions, which do not model uncertainty and may be
difficult to predict accurately.

In this paper, we introduce PrEdicting And Navigating
to Unseen Targets (PEANUT), a novel explicit-prediction
method for ObjectNav that predicts target object probabil-
ities in the unexplored areas of the environment based on
the agent’s semantic map. Unlike previous map prediction
methods [28, 18] that rely on single-view egocentric con-
text, PEANUT performs prediction in a global, allocentric
context. This approach allows the agent to leverage infor-
mation from previous timesteps and is consistent with cog-
nitive models of human and animal navigation [3, 17].

In order to select long-term goals, we take the tar-
get probability prediction and apply a simple distance-
weighting scheme that encourages the agent to search closer
locations before moving on to faraway ones. This produces

a value map, which we select long-term goals from by sim-
ply taking the argmax. Combining this goal selection mod-
ule with an analytical low-level planner yields a modular
pipeline for ObjectNav that does not require any reinforce-
ment learning and can be trained in less than one GPU day.

We evaluate PEANUT on the Habitat-Matterport3D
(HM3D) dataset [37] and the Matterport3D (MP3D)
dataset, which are the settings for the 2022 and 2021
Habitat ObjectNav Challenges respectively. On HM3D,
PEANUT outperforms all previous published methods, in-
cluding methods that utilize additional datasets for training.
On MP3D, PEANUT also outperforms all previous meth-
ods, including recent modular methods. In our ablation
studies, we perform experiments to demonstrate the bene-
fit of using global context for prediction.

2. Related Work
ObjectGoal Navigation. ObjectNav remains to be a chal-
lenging task and is an active area of research in embod-
ied AI. Existing methods for ObjectNav can be classified
as either end-to-end learning methods or modular meth-
ods. End-to-end learning methods seek to learn a map-
ping from sensor observations to low-level actions using
a single neural network, usually consisting of a visual en-
coder followed by a recurrent cell that aggregates infor-
mation over time. Most end-to-end learning methods train
the network using reinforcement learning (RL), although re-
cently, Habitat-Web [38] collected a dataset of 80K human
demonstrations and achieved strong performance using im-
itation learning. Significant progress has been made in end-
to-end RL by introducing auxiliary tasks [45], different re-
ward functions [45, 30], and different visual encoders such
as CLIP-pretrained backbones [26], DINO-pretrained back-
bones [42], and graph convolutional networks on object
graphs [44, 15] . Many recent works focus on finding ways
to leverage additional data for training [14, 42, 8, 30]. Cur-
rently, the state-of-the-art method for ObjectNav is Proc-
THOR [14], which generated thousands of synthetic scenes
and applied end-to-end RL with a CLIP backbone.
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Modular methods seek to build a hierarchical policy
in which one module handles high-level goal selection
(“where to look”) and another module handles low-level ac-
tion planning (“how to get there”) The advantages of this
decomposition are that 1) the individual problems may be
easier to solve, 2) their solutions can be reused across dif-
ferent tasks, and 3) the final pipeline is more interpretable
than an end-to-end policy.

In particular, the “how to get there” subproblem is equiv-
alent to the task known as PointGoal Navigation (Point-
Nav), in which the agent is tasked with reaching a given
(x, y) location. In 2019, it was shown that near-perfect
PointNav performance could be achieved in a noiseless set-
ting using end-to-end RL [40]. Subsequent works focused
on accounting for noisy actuation and noisy sensor read-
ings, which are important factors to consider for real-world
deployment [25]. By 2022, multiple works had shown that
accurate localization could be achieved in noisy settings us-
ing either learned visual odometry models [47, 34, 9] or
LiDAR-based SLAM [19], leading to the discontinuation
of the Habitat PointNav Challenge [13].

However, the “where to look” subproblem remains active
and is the primary focus of research on modular ObjectNav.
One approach is to treat this purely as an undirected explo-
ration problem and try to maximize the area explored by
the agent [9, 29, 43]. This lends itself to simple heuristics
that can perform well without any learning, but is ultimately
limited in its efficiency. To leverage semantic priors for goal
selection, SemExp [10] built a top-down semantic map and
used it to train an RL-based policy that minimizes distance
to target objects, winning the 2020 Habitat ObjectNav Chal-
lenge. More recently, a few works [36, 18] have proposed
to select goals directly from supervised predictions about
unexplored areas of the environment, avoiding RL entirely.
This is the paradigm that we use in this paper. We discuss
explicit prediction methods further in the next subsection.

Explicit Prediction for Navigation. Efficient navigation
in unknown environments requires prior models of environ-
ment layouts. End-to-end learning methods for navigation
can make implicit predictions about unobserved areas of the
environment, as suggested by visualizations of learned fea-
ture maps [20]. Several works in recent years have aimed
to predict specific properties of the environment layout for
which explicit supervision can be obtained, allowing for
straightforward offline training procedures.

Such explicit-prediction methods have appeared in a va-
riety of navigation tasks, including PointNav [35], Room-
Nav [33], ImageNav [11, 21], and ObjectNav [28, 36, 18].
The prediction outputs range from occupancy maps [35] to
distances to the target [36, 21] to semantic maps [28, 18].
The works that predict semantic maps for ObjectNav are
the most similar to our approach. SSCNav [28] predicts

the unexplored semantic map in a window around the agent
along with a confidence map, and uses them as input to an
RL-based goal selection policy. L2M [18] uses an ensem-
ble of map predictors and selects goals by maximizing an
upper confidence bound on the probability of the target cat-
egory. However, both of these methods make predictions
in an egocentric window using sensor inputs from only one
timestep, whereas our method makes predictions on the al-
locentric global map using the information gathered from
all previous timesteps. Another method, PONI [36], pre-
dicts potential functions (a combination of the connected
free space and the proximity to the target) at the frontiers
of the map in a global manner. We demonstrate in our ex-
periments that directly predicting target object probabilities
outperforms PONI in terms of navigation performance.

3. Approach
Problem Formulation. ObjectNav is an episodic naviga-
tion task. In each episode, the agent starts at a random
location in an unknown environment and is given a target
category ctarget ∈ {1, 2, . . . , C}, where C is the number
of possible target categories. At each timestep t, the agent
observes an RGB-D image ot and an (x, y, θ) pose read-
ing pt, and then must output one of four discrete actions:
MOVE FORWARD, TURN LEFT, TURN RIGHT, and STOP.
An episode is considered successful if the agent executes
STOP within 1.0m of a target object and the object can be
viewed from the agent’s position. Each episode has a time
limit of 500 steps.

Overview. Our proposed method, PEANUT, is a modular
approach for ObjectNav (Fig. 2). Like most modular ap-
proaches, PEANUT uses a top-down semantic map as its
internal representation of the environment. At the heart of
our method is a novel unseen object prediction model. It ad-
dresses the question of “where to look” by making explicit
predictions of the probability of the target appearing in each
unexplored location of the semantic map, extracting a value
map from these predictions, and then selecting the highest-
value location as the agent’s goal. We train our prediction
model via supervised learning using a dataset of actual se-
mantic maps collected by a passive exploration agent.

We decompose the PEANUT pipeline into four compo-
nents: semantic mapping, unseen object probability predic-
tion, prediction-based goal selection, and low-level plan-
ning. For semantic mapping, we use the same procedure as
prior works [10, 36], which we review in section 3.1. In sec-
tion 3.2, we describe our explicit prediction model and how
we gather data for training the model. In section 3.3, we
describe our simple strategy for selecting the agent’s long
term goal based on the prediction output. In section 3.4,
we describe the analytical local policy we use for planning
actions to reach the goal.
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Target: sofa Target: bed Target: chair Target: sofa

Figure 3. Example target predictions. We visualize some predictions made by our model in four different scenes from HM3D (val). The
top row shows the agent’s RGB observation, and the bottom row shows the incomplete semantic map overlaid with the target probability
prediction (in purple) and ground-truth unseen objects (in light red). The model has learned to use semantic cues to improve its predictions,
as demonstrated by its ability to predict the sofa facing the TV on the left. It is also able to produce multimodal predictions, which is
especially apparent in the “bed” prediction. Note that the prediction network only takes the semantic map as input, not the RGB images.

3.1. Semantic Mapping

Our semantic mapping module follows the same proce-
dure as previous works in semantic exploration [10, 36].
The module assumes access to RGB-D observations and the
agent’s pose. At each timestep, the RGB-D image is seg-
mented into semantic categories using an existing segmen-
tation model. The set of categories must include at least the
C target categories, but may also include other categories.
Then, the depth observation is used to lift each pixel along
with its semantic label to 3D. Points that are within a cer-
tain height range (based on the agent’s height) are marked
as obstacles. The point cloud is then converted into a voxel
occupancy grid and is summed across the height dimen-
sion to obtain an egocentric map. This egocentric map is
transformed into an allocentric coordinate system using the
agent’s pose and is aggregated with the existing global map.

In total, the semantic map mt has (N + 4) × H × W
elements, where N is the number of semantic categories.
Channels 1 and 2 represent the obstacle map and the ex-
plored areas. Channels 3 and 4 contain the agent’s current
location and all past locations. The next C channels corre-
spond to the C target semantic categories. The other N −C
channels represent the remaining semantic categories.

3.2. Object Probability Prediction

The core component of our navigation pipeline is the
explicit prediction model, which represents the agent’s be-
lief of what lies outside the regions of the environment that
it has explored. Most of the time, there are many possi-

bilities as to what the environment layout may be, so the
model must be able to express uncertainty in its predictions.
Thus, we represent the prediction as another top-down map,
aligned with mt, in which each element contains the prob-
ability of each target category appearing in that location.
We train a network to predict these probabilities using the
entire global map mt as input, unlike previous works that
predict based on observations from a single frame [28, 18].
We choose to directly predict target locations instead of po-
tential functions [36], which vary greatly depending on the
layout of unseen obstacles. We hypothesize that by model-
ing uncertainty and focusing on prediction of target objects
instead of obstacles, we are able to learn a useful prediction
model more effectively from limited amounts of data.

Problem Formulation. Given an incomplete semantic
map and a set of target categories, we wish to predict for
every unexplored map location the probability of each tar-
get category appearing in that location. Formally, let mt ∈
R(N+4)×H×W be the incomplete map as described above,
and let C = {1, 2, . . . , C} be the set of possible target cat-
egories. Let et be an exploration mask indicating which
locations have been explored, and let M ∈ RC×H×W be
the ground-truth full semantic map of the environment con-
taining the C target categories. For each location (i, j) sat-
isfying et[i, j] = 0 and each target category c ∈ C, we wish
to learn a model fθ(c, i, j|mt) of the probability that an ob-
ject of category c exists at location (i, j) in the complete
map M, given the incomplete map mt.
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Network Architecture and Loss Function. We formu-
late this as a dense pixel prediction task and train the net-
work to predict zero in the already-explored areas. This
allows us to use any image-to-image network architecture
for fθ. In this work, we use a PSPNet [46] architecture, but
modify the number of input channels to N+4 and the num-
ber of output channels to C. A detailed description of the
architecture is provided in the supplementary material.

To train the network, we calculate training outputs yt

from ground-truth maps M by setting the already-explored
areas to zero:

yt[c, i, j] = (1− et[i, j])M[c, i, j]. (1)

We then train using binary cross-entropy loss, averaged over
the C categories:

(2)
L =

1

CHW

∑
c,i,j

(yt[c, i, j] log fθ(c, i, j|mt)

+ (1− yt[c, i, j]) log(1− fθ(c, i, j|mt))).

Training Data Generation. We generate training data for
our prediction task from semantic maps collected during
episodes of exploration. Using the mapping procedure de-
scribed in section 3.1, we let an exploration agent wander
around for 500 steps in different scenes from different start-
ing locations and save the incomplete map every 25 steps.
In our experiments, the agent follows the baseline explo-
ration strategy from [29] due to its empirical efficiency, but
any reasonable exploration strategy can be applied instead.
We use the maps from steps 25 to 250 as incomplete input
maps mt and generate M from the map at step 500, where
the agent has usually explored the entire scene.

Inference. During navigation, we simply apply the pre-
diction network on the collected semantic map mt and ex-
tract the probability map zt corresponding to ctarget:

zt[i, j] = fθ(ctarget, i, j|mt), (3)

and use it to select long-term goals for the agent. We update
the prediction every 10 steps or whenever the previous goal
has been reached.

3.3. Prediction-Based Goal Selection

We provide a simple method for selecting long-term
goals using the target probability predictions zt. A simple
way to plan using zt is to set the goal gt to be the location
with the highest probability argmax(i,j) zt[i, j]. However,
it is usually more efficient for the agent to search in loca-
tions closer to its current location before moving on to lo-
cations farther away. Thus, for each location (i, j), we use
the Fast Marching Method [39] to calculate the geodesic

distance dt(i, j) from the agent’s current location using the
current obstacle map (channel 1 of mt). The geodesic dis-
tance to (i, j) is the length of the shortest path to (i, j),
which is a better estimate of the time needed to reach (i, j)
compared to the Euclidean distance. We then use dt as an
exponential weight factor for zt and set gt to be the argmax
of the weighted result. Formally,

gt = argmax
(i,j)

exp (−dt(i, j)/λ)zt[i, j], (4)

where λ is a tunable parameter that allows for a tradeoff
between higher-probability locations and closer locations.
Note that the calculated geodesic distance is not aware of
any obstacles outside what the agent has currently seen – it
is fully optimistic about traversability in unexplored areas.

3.4. Analytical Local Policy

Our local policy converts the long-term goal gt into low-
level actions using the same technique as previous works
[9, 10, 36]. It computes the shortest path in terms of (i, j)
locations using the Fast Marching Method and then extracts
a waypoint from this path using the agent’s step distance.
Replanning is done at every timestep. We also deploy the
recovery behavior described in [29] when the agent gets
stuck between obstacles.

4. Experiments
We evaluate PEANUT on standard ObjectNav

datasets [37, 7] and show that it outperforms previous
methods, including state-of-the-art methods that rely on
additional data for training. We also perform several
ablation experiments to study the effect of various design
choices in our pipeline.

4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We conduct experiments on both the Habitat-
Matterport3D (HM3D) dataset [37] and the Matterport3D
(MP3D) dataset [7] using the Habitat simulator [31]. Both
datasets contain 3D reconstructions of real-world indoor en-
vironments from which realistic RGB-D observations can
be rendered. HM3D is more recent and is of slightly higher
quality, but there are not as many publicly available results
for it compared to MP3D.

For HM3D, our setup is consistent with the 2022 Habitat
ObjectNav Challenge [41], which has 6 goal categories and
80 train / 20 val / 20 test scenes. For MP3D, our setup is
consistent with the 2021 Habitat ObjectNav Challenge [2],
which has 21 goal categories and 56 train / 11 val / 18 test
scenes. In both settings, the agent’s RGB-D observation
has a resolution of 640×480 with a horizontal field of view
of 79 degrees. The step distance for MOVE FORWARD is
0.25m and the turn angle is 30 degrees.
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Target: toilet

t = 1 t = 10 t = 20 t = 49 t = 61

Figure 4. Example navigation episode using PEANUT. We visualize a full episode of navigation in a scene from HM3D (val). The
top row shows the agent’s RGB observation, and the bottom row shows the incomplete semantic map overlaid with the target probability
prediction. The agent’s selected long-term goal is marked by an orange cross. At t = 1, without having much information, the agent’s
prediction is somewhat random. At t = 10, it updates its prediction to assign higher probabilities around the hallway to the right, and
begins to move over there. At t = 20, after seeing more of the hallway, it updates its prediction to sharply favor the open room on the right
(which is indeed a bathroom). At t = 49, the agent detects the toilet, and at t = 61, it ends the episode successfully.

Metrics. We evaluate navigation performance using two
standard metrics. Success is the proportion of episodes in
which the agent successfully stopped at a goal object. SPL
is the success weighted by the length of the agent’s path
relative to the oracle shortest path length [2].

Baselines. For HM3D, we compare PEANUT with four
public methods. To the best of our knowledge, these are the
only methods for which papers are available.

• DD-PPO [40] applies end-to-end RL with large-scale
distributed training.

• Habitat-Web [38] applies end-to-end imitation learn-
ing using human teleoperated demonstrations.

• OVRL [42] pretrains a visual encoder using DINO [5]
on images from the Omnidata dataset [16] before ap-
plying end-to-end RL.

• ProcTHOR [14] applies end-to-end RL on a large pro-
cedurally generated dataset of synthetic scenes. Unlike
the other methods, it does not use depth and pose ob-
servations as inputs. It currently holds the state-of-the-
art SPL on HM3D.

For MP3D, we compare PEANUT with eight other meth-
ods. Of these eight methods, five use end-to-end learning:

• DD-PPO [40], Habitat-Web [38], and OVRL [42] are
described above.

• Red Rabbit [45] incorporates 6 auxiliary tasks for
end-to-end RL. It is the winner of the 2021 Habitat
ObjectNav Challenge.

• TreasureHunt [30] artificially inserts objects from the
YCB dataset [4] into MP3D scenes to provide addi-
tional data for end-to-end RL.

The other three methods are modular methods:

• ANS [9] is a modular method that trains an RL-based
goal selection policy to maximize area explored.

• PONI [36] is a modular method that predicts potential
functions on the frontiers of a top-down map, and then
selects goals by picking the highest-potential frontier.
The potential function is a sum of the connected free
space and the inverse distance to the target.

• Stubborn [29] is a modular method that simply sets
the goal to be one of four corners of a local crop of the
map, rotating when reaching a dead-end. It also heuris-
tically fuses target detections across frames. It is cur-
rently the best-performing modular method on MP3D.

Implementation Details. Our semantic mapping module
requires a 2D semantic segmentation model. For HM3D,
we finetune a COCO-pretrained Mask-RCNN [22] (on im-
ages from HM3D) to predict the 6 goal categories along
with 3 other categories (fireplace, mirror, and bathtub). For
MP3D, we use the publicly available RedNet [24] model
from [45], which predicts 21 object categories.

To train PEANUT, we collect maps as described in sec-
tion 3.2 via Habitat. For fair comparisons with other works,
we only train on scenes from MP3D when evaluating Ob-
jectNav performance on MP3D, and likewise for HM3D,
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Table 1. ObjectNav results on HM3D (test-standard). The “Ext.
Data” column indicates whether the method uses non-HM3D data
for anything beyond pretraining a 2D perception model.

Method SPL (↑) Success (↑) Ext. Data

DD-PPO [40] 0.12 0.26 no
Habitat-Web [38] 0.22 0.55 yes
OVRL [42] 0.27 0.60 no
ProcTHOR [14] 0.32 0.54 yes

PEANUT (Ours) 0.33 0.64 no

although better performance may be achieved by combin-
ing the two or adding other datasets. For both MP3D and
HM3D, we collect sequences of maps from 50 starting lo-
cations for each scene. This gives 4000 train / 1000 val
sequences for HM3D and 2800 train / 550 val sequences
for MP3D. During training, we apply random rotation, flip,
and padded-crop operations for data augmentation.

Our prediction network uses a PSPNet [46] architecture
with a ResNet50 [23] backbone and an auxiliary loss weight
of 0.4. For both datasets, we use an Adam optimizer [27]
with α = 0.0005, (β1, β2) = (0.9, 0.999), and a batch size
of 8, with α decaying according to the “poly” learning rate
policy described in [46]. For HM3D, we stop training at
28 000 iterations. For MP3D, we stop training at 22 000
iterations. For goal selection, we set λ = 5m based on
validation performance.

4.2. ObjectNav on HM3D

Quantitative Results. We report results from the test-
standard split of the 2022 Habitat ObjectNav Challenge
leaderboard in Tab. 1. PEANUT achieves an SPL of 0.33
and a success rate of 0.64, outperforming all other published
methods in both metrics. Note that two of the other meth-
ods rely on additional data for training their navigation pol-
icy, in the form of procedurally generated scenes for Proc-
THOR [14] and human demonstrations for Habitat-Web
[38]. PEANUT does not use any data outside of HM3D
other than through the COCO-pretrained Mask-RCNN [22],
and is trained on a relatively small amount of interaction
within HM3D. By making globally-informed predictions
about where the target objects may be, PEANUT can select
goals that help the agent search the scene efficiently.

Qualitative Results. We show example target predictions
made by our prediction model in Fig. 3. We can see that the
model has learned strong priors on the spatial regularities of
indoor layouts, enabling it to make rather sharp predictions.
In addition, it is able to exploit semantic regularities such as
the co-occurrence of TVs and sofas. We can also confirm
that the model is able to produce multimodal predictions,
reflecting the inherent uncertainty in the prediction task.

We visualize a full episode of navigation using PEANUT

Table 2. ObjectNav results on MP3D (val). The “Ext. Data” col-
umn indicates whether the method uses non-MP3D data for any-
thing beyond pretraining a 2D perception model.

Method SPL (↑) Success (↑) Ext. Data

DD-PPO [40] 0.018 0.080 no
Habitat-Web [38] 0.102 0.354 yes
OVRL [42] 0.074 0.286 no
Red-Rabbit [45] 0.079 0.346 no
TreasureHunt [30] 0.110 0.284 yes

ANS [9] 0.092 0.273 no
PONI [36] 0.121 0.227 no
Stubborn [29] 0.149 0.407 no

PEANUT (Ours) 0.158 0.405 no

in Fig. 4. We observe that the prediction-based goal selec-
tion policy allows the agent to search for the target in an
intelligent manner. We also notice that the prediction can
change dramatically over a short timeframe, suggesting that
the model takes advantage of new information quickly.

4.3. ObjectNav on MP3D

Quantitative Results. We report results on the MP3D val
split (2195 episodes) in Tab. 2. For DD-PPO [40] and ANS
[9], we report results from [36]. For Stubborn [29], we ob-
tain results by running the official code. For all other meth-
ods, we report results from their respective papers. As with
HM3D, PEANUT outperforms all previous methods on
MP3D in terms of SPL. Its success rate of 0.405 is matched
only by Stubborn [29], which fuses detection scores over
time for more robust target detection. PEANUT signifi-
cantly outperforms PONI [36], another explicit-prediction
method. A possible reason for this is that frontier potentials
vary widely depending on the layout of unseen obstacles
and are thus difficult to estimate accurately.

Qualitative Results. We show example target predictions
from PEANUT and compare them with potential functions
estimated by PONI [36] in Fig. 5. The PONI predic-
tions were obtained using their publicly available pretrained
model. We find that PEANUT’s predictions appear to be
more informative and useful than PONI’s, as PONI often
predicts high potentials for frontiers that are not worth ex-
ploring (such as in the corners of already-explored rooms).

4.4. Discussions

Global Context for Prediction. We study the effect of
leveraging full global context for prediction as opposed to
only using single-frame observations for prediction, as done
by SSCNav [28] and L2M [18]. We emulate egocentric
single-frame maps by taking 6m × 6m crops of mt from
random locations along the agent’s trajectory, and masking
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Target: table

Target: cushion

Figure 5. Qualitative comparison with potential functions
(PONI) [36]. We visualize predictions on MP3D (val) made by
PEANUT (left) and compare them with potential functions esti-
mated by PONI (right). We observe that PEANUT tends to make
cleaner, sharper predictions than PONI, which often assigns high
potentials to frontiers that clearly cannot lead to any target object.

out everything outside of the agent’s viewing frustum pro-
jected onto the map. Note that this actually gives more in-
formation than an actual single-frame observation, since it
does not account for occlusion from the agent’s view. We
apply random rotation and flipping and train a network to
predict object probabilities in the unexplored areas of the
crop in the exact same manner as the global context version.

We compare prediction quality using two metrics: DTO
looks at the highest-probability location from the prediction
and measures its Euclidean distance to the nearest ground-
truth object (if one exists). NLL is the average negative
log-likelihood over the ground-truth object locations after
dividing the prediction probabilities by their sum across all
locations. We evaluate the metrics over 4000 crops from our
HM3D val map dataset and report the results in Tab. 3. We
observe that the predictions made using global context are
significantly more accurate than those using single-frame
inputs. Since more accurate predictions enable more effi-
cient downstream navigation, we conclude that leveraging
global context is beneficial for prediction-based navigation.

Distance Weighting for Goal Selection. We study the ef-
fect of weighting the predicted probabilities by their dis-
tance to encourage selection of closer goals. We also eval-
uate an agent that does not use predictions at all and al-
ways navigates to the nearest unexplored location, which
is equivalent to frontier-based exploration [43]. For this
agent, we clip the minimum distance to 3m to prevent ex-
cessive back-and-forth movement. Navigation performance
measured over 500 episodes from the HM3D val split is re-
ported in Tab. 4. We find that, without distance weighting,
the agent performs slightly worse because it is may ignore
closer target objects in favor of farther ones. Without pre-
dictions, the agent performs significantly worse because it
wastes time searching in useless locations.

Table 3. Effect of using global context instead of single-frame
egocentric context for prediction on maps from HM3D (val).

Input DTO (↓) NLL (↓)

Egocentric Crop 1.974 9.460
Global Map 1.518 8.873

Table 4. Ablation studies on HM3D (val). We study the effect
of 1) not using distance-weighting (DW) during goal selection, 2)
not using the target predictions (Pred), and 3) using ground-truth
target segmentation (GT).

Pred DW GT Seg SPL (↑) Success (↑)

✓ ✓ 0.320 0.638
✓ 0.310 0.598

✓ 0.235 0.478
✓ ✓ ✓ 0.400 0.756

Noisy Actuation and Imperfect Localization. We also
measure PEANUT’s performance on the same HM3D val
split under noisy actuation and without using the Habitat-
provided pose observations. We use the PyRobot LoCoBot
actuation noise model [25, 32] with the noise multiplier set
to 0.1, and perform localization using a simple depth-based
odometry algorithm, which at each step tracks the relative
transformations by using a grid filter to minimize point-to-
point distance with a uniform motion prior. We find that
PEANUT achieves an SPL of 0.305 and a success rate of
0.610 in this setting, indicating that it is reasonably robust
to some degree of noisy actuation and localization.

Limitations. A significant amount of PEANUT’s failures
are caused by errors in the initial semantic segmentation,
as demonstrated by the large increase in performance when
using ground-truth target segmentation instead of the Mask-
RCNN (Tab. 4). Another source of failures is scenes that
contain multiple floors. Since PEANUT relies on a single
top-down map, it is unable to traverse staircases and is prone
to getting stuck within them. We also note that the above
experiments are performed with noiseless depth inputs, and
performance may degrade with noisy depth.

5. Conclusion
We presented PEANUT, a modular method for Object-

Goal navigation that predicts unseen target objects from a
top-down semantic map and navigates to them. The pre-
diction model can be trained in a supervised manner using
passively collected maps. Unlike previous map prediction
methods, our method uses the global context from all ex-
plored areas to produce more accurate predictions, which
in turn allows for more efficient navigation. Experiments
showed that PEANUT outperforms the state-of-the-art on
standard ObjectNav benchmarks. In the future, PEANUT
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may be improved by leveraging RGB and 3D shape infor-
mation to build even more powerful prediction models.
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